Efficient communication is dependent on the listeners' or readers' ability to fill in information left implicit by the speaker or writer. This inferencing process takes place continually during language comprehension and most often without the awareness of the comprehender.
Neurolinguistic research has almost exclusively concentrated on inference deficits in patients with right hemisphere brain lesions (for overviews, see Beeman, 1993; Brownell & Martino, 1998) . Because clinical observations of some of these patients have shown that they have inappropriate discourse behavior, they are seen to have a particular deficit in sufficiently taking into account the context. The types of processes hypothesized to be impaired include as varied a set as the activation of semantic associations (Beeman, 1993) , the revision of initial interpretations, social pragmatics, nonliteral language, and indirect speech (e.g., Brownell, Gardner, Prather, & Martino, 1995) .
Recently, Lehman and Tompkins (2000) argued that the empirical evidence is not as clear-cut as it seems. After reviewing the relevant neurolinguistic literature, they concluded that inferencing deficits in right-brain damaged (RBD) patients have not been documented conclusively. Furthermore, McDonald (1993) pointed out that language deficits after right hemisphere brain damage closely resemble those described after prefrontal lesions, irrespective of the lateralization. In particular, patients with prefrontal brain damage, either focal or after traumatic brain injury (TBI), often fail to take into account the communicative context, fail to take into consideration the listeners' needs, or have difficulties with structuring coherent discourse (cf. Kaczmarek, 1984; Novoa & Ardila, 1987; Prigatano, Roueche, & Fordyce, 1986) . One possible explanation for these frontal nonaphasic language deficits is that discourse production and text comprehension require the use of executive functions, such as structuring, monitoring, and problem solving.
Two main reasons for these inconsistencies in the neurolinguistic literature have been proposed. The first issue concerns the patient selection. McDonald (1993) notes that many samples of RBD patients tested in inferencing studies include patients with prefrontal brain damage or subcortical lesions that might also cause frontal dysfunction, so that right hemisphere and prefrontal dysfunction cannot be cleanly separated. Lehman and Tompkins (2000) , on the other hand, point out a sampling bias. Some researchers, they argue, specifically select RBD patients exhibiting symptoms of a nonaphasic communication deficit and thus increase the likelihood of documenting problems with textlevel processes. Finally, in many lesion studies, researchers compare RBD patients to a control group without brain injury, so that it becomes difficult to separate the general effects of illness and brain damage from specific effects due to lesion lateralization (cf. Brownell & Martino, 1998 ; see also Snow, Douglas, & Ponsford, 1997) . This problem becomes particularly apparent in studies focusing on patients with infarction of the middle cerebral artery, typically causing rather large lesions.
The second issue concerns the selection of materials and comprehension tasks. Despite the extensive psycholinguis-tic literature on inference processes, there are few systematic investigations of different inference types in a braininjured population, and few studies include a systematic and careful analysis of the task requirements (see Beeman, 1993 , for an exception). Moreover, it is often overlooked that many studies taken as demonstration of a right hemisphere inferencing deficit require the processing of affective and emotional, social and pragmatic, or prosodic information (for overviews, see Brownell et al., 1995; Brownell & Martino, 1998; Lehman & Tompkins, 2000) . These processes, most of which have been postulated to be realized in right hemisphere brain regions, need to be carefully separated from inference processes during text comprehension as they have been studied in psycholinguistic research (e.g., Kintsch, 1998; Singer, 1994) . Therefore, there still is a need for carefully conducted empirical studies on inference processes after brain injury.
An alternative approach to studying the neuroanatomical bases of inference processes is the use of recent neuroimaging techniques for directly measuring the relative involvement of various brain regions during text-level processes in healthy participants. However, only a few imaging studies investigating language processing in context are available, and they have produced conflicting results as well. When comparing connected discourse to single, unrelated sentences, Fletcher et al. (1995) and Mazoyer et al. (1993) found activation in anterior temporal and superior and medial left-frontal brain areas. Similarly, when presenting stories with and without illustrating pictures to render locally incoherent texts comprehensible, Maguire, Frith, and Morris (1999) reported activation in the median wall of the left-frontal lobe but no right-sided activation foci. Using a similar paradigm in which a title was used for rendering the stories coherent, St. George, Kutas, Martinez, and Sereno (1999) reported right-temporal areas to be particularly sensitive to coherence differences. For their functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, Robertson et al. (2000) induced coherence processes by varying cohesion, that is to say, by using lexical information to signal connections between sentences. On the basis of the presupposition that definite articles refer to previously known or mentioned entities, comprehenders are more likely to connect a list of sentences into a coherent story representation when definite articles are used than when indefinite articles are used. This processing difference was reflected in an increase of right-sided prefrontal activation for the coherent condition compared with the incoherent condition. Ferstl and von Cramon (2001) used whole-head eventrelated fMRI to study local coherence and its interaction with lexical cohesion. The task was to judge whether two successively presented sentences had "something to do with each other," that is to say, whether the sentence pair was pragmatically coherent or not. Compared to a baseline, the language trials elicited clearly left dominant activation, a result that is consistent with numerous previous studies on language processing. The activation foci included anterior and posterior regions along the left superior temporal sulcus, a left-sided, inferior prefrontal region including the pars triangularis and left-sided superior and median prefrontal regions (BA 8/9). The right-sided homologues of the temporal and inferior prefrontal activation foci were also active, but to a considerably lesser extent. When comparing coherent sentence pairs to incoherent ones, the student volunteers showed activation in the frontomedian wall. Once more, this activation was left lateralized. There was no evidence for a modulation of right hemisphere activation by coherence.
The second factor investigated in this study was the cohesion of the sentence pairs. Cohesion refers to the lexical connection between subsequent sentences. It is signaled by cohesive ties, as, for instance, definite articles, pronouns, anaphora, or conjunctions (see Halliday & Hasan, 1976) . There is plenty of evidence that cohesion facilitates comprehension (cf. Gernsbacher, 1990) and that these effects have neuropsychological manifestations (e.g., Robertson et al., 2000, for an fMRI experiment; and Münte, Schiltz, & Kutas, 1998 , for a study using evoked potentials). In discourse production, it has been shown that neurological patients, including TBI patients, Alzheimer patients, and patients with aphasia, have difficulties with the sufficient and unambiguous use of cohesive ties (e.g., Coelho, Liles, & Duffy, 1995; Glosser & Deser, 1990; Lock & Armstrong, 1997) .
In the fMRI study by Ferstl and von Cramon (2001) , the coherence and cohesion factors were crossed (see Table 1 for examples of the resulting four conditions). Behavioral data confirmed that for the coherent sentence pairs, cohesion facilitated processing. For the incoherent pairs, the cohesive ties produced a mismatch between lexical and pragmatic information. The cohesive ties indicated a connection, but there was no pragmatic solution to the inference problem. In this conflict condition, processing times and error rates increased. In the imaging data, left-sided prefrontal activation at the junction of the precentral and the inferior frontal sulci was seen. This area has been implicated as having a functional role for a variety of tasks targeting executive functions, such as the Stroop task, go/no-go tasks, dual-task, or task-switching paradigms (Dove, Pollmann, Schubert, Wiggins, & von Cramon, 2000; Zysset, Müller, Lohmann, & von Cramon, 2000) . To summarize, this study provided evidence for the contribution of left-lateral prefrontal regions to text-level language processing, and its results were consistent with findings of frontomedian and superior frontal regions being involved during language comprehension in context (Fletcher et al., 1995; Maguire et al., 1999) . In contrast, it did not support the claim that the right hemisphere has a special role for inference processes as required in Ferstl and von Cramon's (2001) coherence judgment task (cf. Robertson et al., 2000) .
The goal of the present study was to find converging evidence for these results in a patient study. Using the same materials and the same task, we examined nonaphasic patients with brain lesions resulting from various etiologies. By measuring reading and judgment times as well as accuracy data, we attempted to identify patients who had problems with the coherence judgment. The patient group in the focus of our study had prefrontal brain lesions. Within this group, we distinguished left-sided, bilateral, and right-lateralized brain injuries. A further group of participants had damage within the left-temporal lobe, an area in which the fMRI study uncovered large and stable regions of activation. As a control group, patients whose lesions spared frontal and left-temporal areas were included.
Although it is known that both right hemisphere patients (Leonard, Waters, & Caplan, 1997a , 1997b ) and left hemisphere patients (Chapman & Ulatowska, 1989 ) use contextual information for the disambiguation of pronouns, we did not have specific predictions about the influence of cohesive ties on coherence processes in the brain-injured population. Nevertheless, the error distributions across the four conditions of the experiment were expected to shed light on the relative contributions of lexical factors to inference processes. For the influence of pragmatic coherence on the judgment task, we had the following predictions: The hypothesis that inference processes are mediated by the right hemisphere predicts that patients with right-sided lesions would show a deficit in the coherence judgment task. In contrast, according to the imaging results (Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001 ) and following clinical descriptions of nonaphasic language disorders, we expected patients with prefrontal lesions, and in particular those with left-sided lesions, to be more likely to show such a deficit.
Method

Participants
Thirty-one patients admitted to the Outpatient Clinic for Cognitive Neurology at the University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany, participated in the experiment. Patients with more than mild aphasic symptoms were excluded. None of the patients had a severe vision deficit or acquired dyslexia, so they were able to read and comprehend sentences on a computer screen. Twenty-one patients were right handed, 1 was ambidextrous, 2 were nonfamilial lefthanded, and for 1, there was no information about handedness available. No patient exhibited evidence of right-lateralized language dominance.
For an evaluation of the effects of the lesion site on coherence processes, D. Yves von Cramon performed a radiological diagnosis based on anatomical MRI scans (axial T1-and T2-weighted, and 3D data set) taken at least 3 months after brain damage. Detailed information about the medical diagnosis is provided in Table 2 . The diagnosis included the scoring of the presence and laterality of both frontal lesions and temporal lesions. Following this lesion evaluation, 25 patients were assigned to one of five subgroups. Crucial for this assignment was the presence of a frontal or left-temporal lesion. Among the 15 patients with frontal brain damage, we identified 7 with unilateral right-sided lesions (RF), 4 with unilateral left-sided lesions (LF), and 4 with bilateral frontal lesions (BF). In addition to the frontal patients, two further patient groups were formed. Five patients had left-temporal lesions but no involvement of frontal areas (LT). The fifth group of 5 patients had brain damage sparing frontal as well as left-temporal regions; this last group was considered the patient control group (C). Additional cortical lesions were not taken into account for group assignment, but they are included in Table 2 . Two of the 8 patients in the LF and BF groups had additional cortical lesions. In each of the five groups, about half of the patients had sustained TBI, whereas the other half were patients with lesions resulting from vascular or other etiologies. For 2 TBI patients in Group C, the MRI scan showed no visible brain lesions. In the acute stage, however, both of them had suffered multiple microbleeds that provided indirect evidence for diffuse axonal injury.
For 6 patients, an unambiguous assignment to one of the groups was not possible. Two of these patients had pure subcortical lesions whose effect on frontal functions was unclear; for 1 patient, no MRI scan was available; and for 3 patients, the lesions involved both left-temporal as well as frontal brain areas. The data for these 6 patients were excluded from further analysis, so that 25 patients remained in the sample.
Design and Materials
The language trials were based on 120 sentence pairs in which the second sentence (the target) was pragmatically related to the first (the context). The sentence pairs were from a wide variety of topics and used different syntactic structures, but care was taken that only half of the sentences mentioned people, and the other half were about inanimate subjects. The relation between sentences could not be derived solely on the basis of associative links between content words; rather, comprehension required the use of general world knowledge. Each target occurred in two versions: the cohesive version contained one or two lexical items (e.g., pronouns or conjunctions) that explicitly signaled the connection between the sentences. In the incohesive version, these so-called "cohesive ties" were omitted or replaced, so that the relationship between the two sentences had to be inferred based on pragmatic information alone. The incoherent conditions were created by switching the context sentences of two coherent trials. As for the coherent conditions, the target sentences in the incoherent conditions appeared both in cohesive and incohesive versions. Thus, the experiment used a 2 ϫ 2 within-subjects design, with the variables being cohesion (yes or no) and coherence (yes or no).
Examples for the resulting four conditions of the experiment are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen, the target sentences in the coherent and incoherent conditions are identical, so that syntactic, lexical, and semantic features are kept constant. Moreover, in German, word order is more flexible than in English, so that the cohesive ties were not necessarily at the beginning of cohesive target sentences, as in the translated versions. Most important, the examples clearly illustrate that lexical cohesion has opposing effects, depending on the pragmatic coherence. In the incoherent trials, cohesion leads to a pragmatic garden-path effect, whereas in the coherent trials, cohesion facilitates inferencing.
Care was taken that the incoherent sentence pairs did not yield unintended pragmatic relationships. To confirm this and to evaluate the hypothesized interaction of coherence with cohesion, Ferstl and von Cramon (2001) pretested the sentence pairs in an experiment with a group of 24 healthy students. The procedure of this experiment was identical to that of the present study. Three dependent variables converged on similar conclusions: An analysis of the error rates, as well as the reading times for the target sentences and the judgment times, confirmed the effects of the experimental variables. In particular, there was a main effect of coherence in the error rates; coherent trials were more difficult than incoherent trials. The reading times and the judgment times for the incoherent, misleadingly cohesive condition were significantly longer than for the incohesive version. When correcting for sentence length, it could be seen that the facilitative effect of cohesion in the coherent trials was also obtained. In summary, the pretest confirmed the hypothesized interaction between coherence and cohesion. For ease of comparison, the respective results from this pretest are displayed together with the results of the current study in the Results section.
For the present study, we shortened the experiment to 80 sentence pairs. Predominantly, we omitted those trials that contained infrequent content words, that were particularly long, or for which the control group's responses were inconsistent. For the resulting selection, the average number of words in the context sentences was 6.7 (SD ϭ 2.1). The cohesive target sentences were slightly longer (M ϭ 6.6, SD ϭ 1.4) than the incohesive sentences (M ϭ 6.1, SD ϭ 1.4). In the pretest, the overall error rate for this selection was 3.7%. Four different lists of 80 trials were used for counterbalancing. Each list contained each target sentence exactly once. Twenty trials appeared in each of the four conditions in the Coherence ϫ Cohesion design. Across the four lists, each target sentence occurred once in each of the four conditions. The trials in each block were ordered pseudorandomly, with the constraint that not more than three trials of the same condition appeared successively. Finally, the lists were further subdivided into four blocks of 20 trials, so that the presentation order could be varied, and breaks within the experiment were possible.
Procedure
The experiment was carried out in individual sessions, lasting about 20 to 40 min. The participants were seated in a quiet room in front of a computer screen, and a response box was placed into their dominant hand.
1 After the experimenter had given a short introduction, she explained the three response keys on the button box, all of which were to be pressed using fingers of the dominant hand. The function of the middle key was to proceed with the experiment (i.e., it was used to record the reading times). The left and right buttons were used for the coherence judgments, and they were randomly assigned to yes and no responses. In each of the five patient groups, the key assignment was approximately equally distributed. Further instructions, examples, and practice trials were then presented on the computer screen. To practice the key assignment, the patient was first asked to press the correct key after seeing one of the cues, yes or no. This task was repeated six times. The instructions for the coherence judgment task then told the patients that sentences would be shown one at a time and that the task was to read them carefully for comprehension. Examples were used to illustrate the coherence judgment task. The patient was to respond "yes" whenever two subsequent sentences had "something to do with each other" and respond "no" when there was no connection whatsoever.
After the experimenter had ensured that the instructions were fully understood, the patient proceeded with the experiment. Four blocks of 20 trials were presented. Before the beginning of each block, two practice trials were shown, and after each block, the patients could take a short break if they wished to do so. One of the four lists of trials was randomly assigned and combined with one of four different block orders. The presentation of each trial was self-paced. Following a fixation cross, the context sentence appeared. By pressing the middle button, the patients indicated that they had understood the context sentence and that they were ready to proceed. The target sentence then appeared. Once more, pressing the middle button indicated that the sentence was read, and a question mark appeared to request the coherence judgment. Participants gave their response by pressing the left or the right button on the button box. The accuracy of this response and the reaction times for the three button presses were recorded.
Results
Data Analysis
For each of the 25 participants and each of the four experimental conditions, we calculated the error rates. The reading and judgment times were both individually corrected for outliers by truncating the times at a cutoff value of two standard deviations above or below the participant's mean. Fewer than 5% of the observations were affected by this procedure. After this correction, overall means of the reading and judgment times were calculated for each patient. We used only those trials that were followed by correct responses. For analyzing the influence of the withinsubjects factors on the response times, it was necessary to reduce the large interindividual variability. Using the individual means and standard deviations, we standardized each patient's data reading times and judgment times separately. For each condition, the resulting z scores were averaged. Once more, only trials followed by correct responses contributed. Thus, an overall mean of less than 0 indicates that the processing of correct trials was faster than that of incorrect trials. A positive mean for one of the four conditions indicates that trials in this condition were processed more slowly than average; in other words, these trials were more difficult than trials of the other conditions.
For the statistical analysis of group differences, we used four orthogonal contrasts for coding the lesion variables. Contrast codes have the advantage of testing more focused hypotheses than the variable group, so that post hoc comparisons are unnecessary (Judd & McClelland, 1989) . Furthermore, contrast codes include all observations in each of the focused comparisons, yielding an increase in power compared with pairwise comparisons of subgroups. The first contrast, frontal, compared the three frontal with the two nonfrontal groups (LF, RF, and BF vs. C and LT); the temporal contrast compared the control group with the left-temporal participants (C vs. LT); the left contrast compared frontal patients with left-sided or bilateral frontal lesions with those with unilateral right-sided frontal lesions (LF and BF vs. RF); and the final contrast, bilateral, compared those with unilateral left-frontal lesions with patients with bilateral frontal lesions (LF vs. BF).
Error Rates
The mean error rates, as a function of group and condition, are shown in Figure 1 . Individual data for both coherent and incoherent trials are provided in Table 3 . Overall, the patients responded in 91.7% of the trials correctly (SD ϭ 5.8%). None of the effects involving cohesion were significant, but across the entire sample of patients, there was a highly significant main effect of coherence, F(1, 20) ϭ 27.7, p Ͻ .0001. It was more difficult to establish a pragmatic connection than to detect a coherence gap. In addition, there were clear and highly significant group differences. Patients with lesions involving the left-frontal lobe made more errors (12% for BF vs. 16% for LF) than the other three patient groups who showed almost perfect performance (7% for both RF and LT and 3% for C). Correspondingly, there were significant main effects of frontal, F(1, 20) ϭ 14.9, p Ͻ .001, and left, F(1, 20) ϭ 12.3, p Ͻ .01. The group differences in performance were due mainly to errors in the coherent trials, resulting in highly significant interactions of coherence with these two group contrasts; for Coherence ϫ Frontal, F(1, 20) ϭ 14.6, p Ͻ .01; and for
The main results of this analysis are that patients with left-frontal lesions had problems performing this task and that they showed a clear and highly reliable coherence effect.
Response Times
The mean reading and judgment times for each participant are also shown in Table 3 . The reading times for the target sentences were 4,045 ms (SD ϭ 1,440) on average. As expected, these times were considerably longer than the times for the student control group, who needed about 2,500 ms for comprehending the target sentences. The reading times did not differ systematically across lesion groups, F(4, 20) Ͻ 1, but they varied greatly across patients (range ϭ 1,874 -8,009 ms). Similarly, the judgment times ranged from 231 ms to 1,436 ms, with an overall mean of 641 ms (SD ϭ 345). Once more, these times were somewhat longer than those of the students, who needed about 460 ms on average. A marginally significant difference for the contrast frontal, F(1, 20) ϭ 4.2, p ϭ .05, showed that the judgment times were slightly longer for patients with frontal lesions.
For an evaluation of the effects of the experimental factors, the data were transformed into z scores and analyzed in a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA). In the student control group, the reading times were more sensitive to the experimental factors than were the very fast judgment times, indicating that the coherence judgment was made online, while the target sentence was read. However, in our patient group, both measures were more variable, within as well as between participants. Some patients followed the control group's pattern, whereas others' long judgment times indicated that they shifted part of their decision process into the interval after the presentation of the target sentence. To capture both of these patterns and to evaluate whether these differences might depend on lesion location, we included both measures in one overall analysis. Thus, the ANOVA contained the additional within-subjects factor of variable (reading time score vs. judgment time score) Figure 1 . Error rates as a function of coherence and cohesion for the five patient groups and, for ease of comparison, the data from a student control group (Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001 ). The error bars indicate one standard error above the mean.
besides the factors of coherence, cohesion, and the four contrasts coding the group factor.
Across the entire patient group, there was a main effect of cohesion, F(1, 20) ϭ 8.5, p Ͻ .01, indicating that cohesive trials took longer to process than incohesive trials. The Coherence ϫ Cohesion interaction, F(1, 20) ϭ 4.3, p ϭ .05, indicated that across the entire group, the patients' processing times showed a similar pattern as those of the student control group (cf. Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001 ). Both of the stimulus-dependent effects were more apparent during the reading phase than during the judgment phase of the trials: for the Variable ϫ Cohesion interaction, F(1, 20) ϭ 13.7, p Ͻ .01; for the three-way interaction Variable ϫ Coherence ϫ Cohesion, F(1, 20) ϭ 5.2, p Ͻ .05. These findings are depicted in Figure 2 , and they confirm that as a group, the patients were sensitive to the lexical factor cohesion and its impact on coherence building. In particular, it was most difficult to read the target sentences when there was a mismatch between cohesion and coherence (i.e., when a cohesive tie falsely indicated a connection between two pragmatically incoherent sentences).
In addition to these general effects, there were clear and reliable group differences concerning the impact of the coherence factor. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the left frontal and the bifrontal groups took longer to process the coherent trials, whereas the other three patient groups showed the opposite pattern. This result was reflected in the significant Coherence ϫ Frontal interaction, F(1, 20) ϭ 5.6, p Ͻ .05, and, most important, the Coherence ϫ Left interaction, F(1, 20) ϭ 8.5, p Ͻ .01. The lack of an interaction of these effects with variable suggests that both reading and judgment time scores yielded analogous patterns. And, indeed, 
Relationship Between Speed and Accuracy
The results of the accuracy data and the response times converged on the conclusion that the group factor indicating the presence of a left frontal lesion was crucial for predicting difficulties with coherence building. Independent of the particular patient classification, we evaluated the relationship between the variables. By calculating rank order correlations, we reduced the influence of outliers.
For the group of 25 patients, there was a positive relationship between the error rates and the judgment times (r ϭ .41, p Ͻ .05). Participants taking longer for the coherence judgment task made more errors. The reading times were highly correlated with the judgment times as well (r ϭ .63, p Ͻ .001). The relationship between the error rates and the target reading times was also positive, but not significantly so (r ϭ .28, ns). This pattern of results clearly rules out a speed-accuracy tradeoff. All three variables capture processing difficulty in the coherence judgment task.
A second question was whether the coherence effect (i.e., the difference between coherent and incoherent trials) was reflected similarly in all three dependent variables. There were highly significant effects of the Coherence ϫ Left interaction for both error rates and response times. Correspondingly, the rank order correlation between the coherence effect of the error rates and that of the response times was also reliable (r ϭ .67, p Ͻ .001). To illustrate this correlation and to show its relationship to the lesion groups, Figure 4 presents a scatterplot of the individual data.
Neuropsychological Control Variables
To ensure that the patient groups in this experiment were comparable with respect to overall level of cognitive functioning and for evaluating relationships between experimental performance and other cognitive processes, we now consider the patients' neuropsychological profiles. Besides demographic characteristics, the available data from the standard diagnosis carried out in the Outpatient Clinic are Figure 4 . Scatterplot illustrating the relationship between the error rates and the response times. Shown is the coherence effect in the response time scores as a function of the coherence effect as reflected in the error rates. For both variables, the coherence effect is defined as the difference between coherent and incoherent trials. presented and analyzed. Because the tests were part of the clinical assessment, not all tests had been administered to each patient. From the available test results, only those directly relevant to the inferencing task were selected, such as tests assessing verbal memory and verbal learning and tests related to executive functions. To screen for severe attentional deficits, we include some test results from this area as well.
The patients' information processing speed, an aspect of attention, was assessed using the Alertness subtest from the Testbatterie zur Aufmerksamkeitsprüfung (Test of Attentional Processes, or TAP test; Zimmermann & Fimm, 1992) . This subtest measures simple reaction times to briefly presented stimuli. We also report omissions from the subtest evaluating divided attention. In this test, the patients are required to monitor auditory and visual stimuli simultaneously for targets.
Verbal fluency was assessed using two tests. For measuring literal fluency, we chose the format of the LPS-6, which is a subtest of the German intelligence test Leistungsprüf-system (Performance Assessment System, or LPS; Horn, 1983) . As usual, the task is to list as many words as possible starting with a given letter. Semantic fluency was assessed using the "supermarket" test, in which the participants are first asked to list as many items as possible that can be bought in the supermarket. After this free production, four subcategory labels (e.g., "vegetables") are presented for cued production.
An aphasia diagnostic was carried out using the Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT; Huber, Poeck, & Willmes, 1984) . However, only those patients whose screening showed impairments on the word and sentence level were tested. The screening was based on an evaluation by speech therapists and the age-corrected error scores of the Token Test. This test is included in the AAT as a subtest and has been shown to be diagnostic for aphasic language deficits (De Renzi & Faglioni, 1978) .
Verbal and visual memory was assessed with the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R; Wechsler, 1987) . In addition to the general memory quotient, we report two subtests especially relevant for recall of verbal material. As an assessment of verbal short-term memory deficits, results from the Digit Span subtest are reported for both forward and backward recall. Long-term memory for complex verbal material is captured by the Logical Memory subtest of the WMS-R. In this test, participants recall two short stories immediately after they were read to them.
For an evaluation of verbal learning abilities, a listlearning test similar to the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT; Delis, Kramer, Kaplan, & Obler, 1987) was used. Patients are required to memorize a list of 16 auditorily presented nouns from four different categories. The list is presented a total of five times, so that in addition to the initial recall ability, the course of learning can be evaluated. From the variety of measures this test provides, we selected the overall score, that is, the T value based on the total number of words recalled during the five learning trials, the number of words recalled in the first trial, the number of false alarms during the recognition test, and the semantic clustering score.
For an evaluation of executive dysfunction, we report two tests covering distinct aspects. For a subgroup of patients, results from the Modified Card Sorting Test (MCST; Nelson, 1976) were available. Reported is the proportion of perseverative errors. As a measure of basic inhibitory processes, we used the reaction times in a modified version of the Stroop Color-Word Test (Wolfram, Neumann, & Wieczorek, 1986) . A more comprehensive evaluation of executive functions was carried out using the Behavioral Assessment of the Dysexecutive Syndrome (BADS; Wilson, Alderman, Burgess, Emslie, & Evans, 1996) . From this test, we report the standard score.
The available test scores were used for two analyses: First, we evaluated whether there were systematic differences between the five patient groups with respect to the patients' neuropsychological profiles. Second, we evaluated with correlational analyses the respective contributions of cognitive deficits to the behavior shown in the coherence judgment task.
Relationship Between Lesion Location and Neurospychological Diagnosis
The median values, the arithmetic means, and the ranges of the scores are shown in Table 4 for each of the five groups. One-way ANOVAs with the between-subjects factor of group using the four group contrasts defined above yielded a significant difference for two test scores only. The Token Test results were slightly different between the patient groups: contrast bilateral, F(1, 13) ϭ 4.8, p Ͻ .05. When inspecting the data, it can be seen that this significant result was caused by the fact that patients with bilateral frontal lesions made almost no errors, whereas patients with unilateral left-frontal lesions had more difficulties with this task. However, a more thorough aphasia diagnostic using the AAT had yielded an aphasia classification for only 1 patient. In the Language Comprehension subtest, this patient reached the 88th percentile, so we are confident that the aphasic deficit did not impair performance in the coherence judgment task. Furthermore, the two groups most different with respect to the Token Test, the bilateral and left-sided frontal patients, performed similarly on the coherence judgment task. Thus, the Token Test results, which are indicative of language deficits on the word and sentence level, are not likely to account for the coherence effect particularly evident for these patients.
The second difference was that patients with bilateral frontal lesions made more omission errors in the attention test than did patients in the other groups, leading to significant effects of frontal, F(1, 17) ϭ 5.2, p Ͻ .05, and bilateral, F(1, 17) ϭ 11.0, p Ͻ .01. Once more, this latter effect concerns a difference between those two groups who performed similarly in the coherence judgment task, so it is unlikely that attentional deficits were confounded with difficulties in inferencing.
To confirm this conclusion, while reducing the eventual impact of outliers (which is particularly likely for the TAP results), we conducted additional, nonparametric comparisons of the neuropsychological tests for the patients with left-frontal involvement (Groups LF and BF) with those of the patients without left-frontal lesions (RF, LT, and C). According to Wilcoxon two-sample tests, neither the Token test (z ϭ 0.90) nor the omission errors (z ϭ 0.37) differed. The only test showing a difference approaching significance was literal fluency. Here, patients with lesions involving left-frontal regions tended to produce fewer words than patients without left-frontal lesions (z ϭ Ϫ1.76, p ϭ .08).
These results show that the groups were well matched with respect to neuropsychological deficits. None of the test results alone could account for the differences found in the coherence judgment data.
Relationship Between Experimental Performance and Neuropsychological Diagnosis
For an evaluation of the relationship between neuropsychological deficits and the performance in the coherence judgment task, we calculated correlations between all neuropsychological test results and four indexes of experimental behavior. Because of the differences in scales and distributions for the various test and experimental variables, nonparametric Spearman rank order correlations were used throughout. From the measures of processing time, the overall means of the judgment and target reading times were taken.
2 For these two measures, the respective means for coherent and incoherent trials were very highly correlated (r ϭ .95 for the judgment times; r ϭ .82 for the reading times). In contrast, the error rates for coherent and incoherent trials were not at all correlated with each other (r ϭ .06), a result consistent with the large interindividual differences in the coherence effect. Thus, for the correlational analysis, the error rates for both coherent and incoherent trials contribute independent information and are therefore considered separately. For each correlation with the neuropsychological test scores, only those participants were included for whom the respective test score was available. The resulting correlation coefficients are shown in Table 5 .
The only effect of the demographic characteristics was that education contributed to processing speed-the higher the educational level, the faster the processing times.
The judgment times were related to verbal working memory-the lower the digit span, both forward and backward, the longer the judgment times for the target sentences. The fact that the error rates did not follow this pattern was not unexpected. Simple short-term memory measures, such as the Digit Span subtest, are generally unrelated to reading comprehension (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) . We did not expect attentional factors to contribute strongly to inferencing ability. Consistent with this hypothesis was the finding of no reliable correlations between the measures in the TAP test and the errors in the coherence judgment task. In contrast, simple reaction times from the alertness subtest corresponded with reading times and judgment times. Of course, this result is due to the fact that increases in reaction times to simple stimuli also affect the reaction times in the context of a more complex task.
The correlations with measures of verbal long-term memory, executive functions, and language will be discussed in the following section.
Discussion
In this study, we used a straightforward coherence judgment task for evaluating inference processes in brain-injured patients. When asked to indicate whether a pair of visually presented sentences was pragmatically related or not, the entire group of 25 patients had more difficulties with deriving correct inferences than with detecting breaks in coherence. For yes answers the error rates were considerably higher than for no answers. Moreover, the analysis of the reading times showed that cohesion affected the patients' comprehension in the expected manner: Cohesive ties (i.e., lexical connections) facilitated the comprehension of coherent target sentences, whereas they hindered the comprehension of incoherent target sentences. These results confirm that the task was appropriate for the patients studied, and that despite the group's heterogeneity, even the reading times were sufficiently sensitive to capture the effects of a linguistic factor.
The central question of interest was how lesion location would influence the patients' inferencing ability. Because of previous fMRI results (Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001) , we focused on patients with frontal and left-temporal lesions. The main finding was that patients with left-frontal and bifrontal lesions had difficulties with the inferencing task. They made more errors, and these occurred mostly on coherent trials. Thus, it was more difficult for these patients to draw an inference than to detect a coherence gap. This coherence effect was also seen in the analyses of the response times. Before returning to the theoretical and clinical implications of this finding, we first discuss the results for the other patient groups and then evaluate the validity of several alternative explanations.
The good performance of the patients with left-temporal lesions was unexpected, because the imaging data had shown considerable areas of activation in both anterior and posterior portions of the left-temporal lobe. Posterior lefttemporal regions are involved in lexical and semantic processing (e.g., Price, 1997) , functions that clearly are a prerequisite for text comprehension and inference generation (Kintsch, 1988) . However, because of the exclusion of patients with aphasia, we cannot generalize our results to patients with large posterior temporal lesions or severe lexico-semantic deficits. Anterior temporal regions, on the other hand, have been related to language processing in context (Bavelier et al., 1997; Mazoyer et al., 1993) , and in particular to conceptual semantics. The fact that patients with lesions in this region performed the inferencing task well suggests that they were able to compensate for their focal lesion by using a distributed network of association cortices.
The performance of patients with right-frontal lesions was well within the normal range, and their response times, despite being elevated, showed the same qualitative pattern across the four conditions as the control group's data. Obviously, this group did not have any difficulties with the task, so our data do not support the hypothesis of an inferencing deficit related to RBD. However, it is important to note that because of the occurrence of nonaphasic language deficits after frontal lobe lesions, we focused on the possible involvement of right-frontal regions to inferencing. In contrast, Beeman (1993 Beeman ( , 1998 argued for an RBD deficit after right-temporal lesions, in which inferencing fails because of reduced lexical activation. In our sample, there were 6 patients with lesions reaching into right-temporal areas, but these lesions were not considered for the assignment to the lesion group. To rule out that this way of grouping the participants in our study might have obscured possible effects of hemisphere, and in particular, the effect of righttemporal brain damage, we calculated mean error rates for the 13 participants who had right-sided frontotemporal lesions, including the 4 bifrontal patients, as well as the 2 participants in the control group with lesions in right-temporal areas. The mean error rate of the resulting RBD group was 7.3%, which is clearly lower than the 9.5% error rate for the remaining 12 patients with exclusively left-sided lesions or without relevant lesions. Alternatively, we excluded both the patients without frontotemporal lesions and the patients with bifrontal lesions (i.e., we considered only those patients with unilateral frontotemporal lesions). The mean error rate for the 9 patients with left-sided lesions was 11.0%, about twice as high as the 5.3% error rate for the 9 patients with right-sided lesions. Taken together, both of these post hoc groupings supported the conclusion that in our sample, which consisted of patients with relatively small lesions, the presence of a left-frontal lesion was more predictive for a deficit in inferencing performance than was RBD. Before discussing the left-frontal patients' apparent textlevel language deficit, we now consider the possibility of alternative accounts for the data, in particular concurrent neuropsychological deficits.
The first possibility is that the group differences are not causally related to the lesion location, but that they are an artifact of the patient selection and lesion classification. The patient sample is somewhat heterogeneous, including different age groups, neuropsychological profiles, and disorder etiologies. However, we attempted to control these and other factors as carefully as possible. Eventual effects of age and neuropsychological deficits were minimized by ensuring that the lesion groups were comparable, and correlational analyses were used to describe the systematic influence of some of these factors (e.g., memory functions). To control for effects of etiology, we included patients with TBI in all five groups. TBI often causes diffuse axonal injury, rendering frontal pathology likely even in the absence of visible lesions. However, post hoc analyses show that for both the subgroup of TBI patients (n ϭ 11), F(1, 9) ϭ 32.6, p Ͻ .001, as well as the subgroup of patients with disorders having other etiologies (n ϭ 14), F(1, 12) ϭ 9.9, p Ͻ .01, the presence of a left-frontal lesion significantly predicts the size of the coherence effect on the error rates. Thus, the heterogeneity with respect to etiology only serves to increase the generalizability of our results.
A second alternative explanation is that the results were due to a response bias shown mostly by the patients with left-frontal lesions. Both accuracy and judgment times are off-line measures. A tendency to respond "no" would lead to apparent problems with coherent sentence pairs while yielding better performance on incoherent sentence pairs. However, such a response bias would not account for the effects of cohesion, a factor unconfounded with response. Furthermore, the reading times for the second sentence, which is the dependent variable most prone to capture on-line effects and thus less likely to be influenced by an off-line response strategy, produced a similar pattern of results as the other two measures. In particular, the left-and bifrontal patients' reading times for coherent trials exceeded their times for incoherent trials. And most importantly, while a possible response bias explains the distribution of errors across the two conditions, it cannot account for the group differences in overall error rates. Replacing a bias by a random response strategy would increase the error rates on incoherent trials, but it would not reduce overall error rates. Thus, we can be confident that the left-frontal patients' inferencing deficit was not solely due to a response bias, but that it does reflect text-level comprehension difficulties.
The third possibility is that subtle aphasic deficits of the patients with left-sided lesions might have affected inferencing performance. The exclusion of aphasic patients had been intended to reduce word-and sentence-level effects, but the diagnostic instruments can never be sufficiently fine-grained for definitely ruling out any residual deficits. And, indeed, there was a trend for a positive correlation of the experimental performance with the errors in the Token Test. However, at the same time, the Token Test was the one control variable for which we found a relevant group difference, and this difference concerned the two groups with increased error rates for coherent trials: Patients with bifrontal lesions had significantly better Token Test results than did patients with unilateral left-frontal lesions, although both groups showed a comparable inferencing deficit. A further argument against an account based on wordand sentence-level deficits is that the left-temporal patients were as likely as the left-frontal patients to have residual aphasic deficits, but they had considerably fewer problems with the coherence judgment task. And finally, there is empirical evidence showing that people with aphasia are able to make use of contextual information and general world knowledge for facilitating their sentence interpretation (e.g., Chapman & Ulatowska, 1989; Pierce, 1988) . This context use requires successfully linking the previous discourse information to the current utterance-which is just the inferencing process evaluated in our coherence judgment task. A fourth possibility is that memory deficits had an impact on inferencing. Of course, it is necessary to encode and retain the contents of the context sentence to establish its link to the target sentence. Correspondingly, there were relationships between verbal working and long-term memory scores with the processing times. More important, the overall memory quotient and the memory for complex verbal material was correlated with the error rates for incoherent trials only, but not those for coherent trials. Thus, successful inferencing requires more than just intact memory for the context sentence. In contrast, two verbal learning measures, recall during the first trial and the semantic clustering score, showed exactly the opposite pattern: They were correlated with the performance in coherent trials, but not in incoherent trials. An interpretation of this result, consistent with the conclusions from our imaging data (Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001) , is that the initiation of nonautomatic cognitive processes mediates both types of task. To successfully encode a word list, it is advantageous to immediately utilize a semantic clustering strategy, which leads to higher recall scores in the first trial and to higher semantic clustering scores throughout the test. In the coherence judgment task, the inference requires establishing a coherent situation model (i.e., a representation of "what the text is about"). Forming this representation consists of an active integration of the general world knowledge with the two presented sentences (cf. Kintsch, 1998 ). An initiation of this process becomes unnecessary as soon as a coherence gap is detected.
Finally, it has been suggested that text-level deficits are an epiphenomenon of executive dysfunction, which in turn is a symptom of frontal lobe damage (cf. Kaczmarek, 1987) . Because the concept of executive functions comprises a variety of subcomponents and because the exact relationship between executive dysfunction and frontal pathology is somewhat unclear, there is no single diagnostic test available (e.g., Boone, 1999; Burgess, Alderman, Emslie, & Wilson, 1998; Ettlin et al., 2000) . Consequently, in our sample none of the test scores discriminated patients with and without frontal lesions. Nevertheless, several of the tests related to executive functions were significantly correlated with inferencing performance. The standard score from the BADS was moderately correlated with processing times, but not with the error rates. However, this test provided even a hint of a deficit (less than 95 points) for only 5 patients, so the range of test scores might not have been sufficient. Furthermore, it seems likely that text-level language processes are a component of executive functions that cannot be simply explained by more basic subprocesses (cf. Ettlin et al., 2000) . The perseveration score from the MCST was related to the judgment times and to the errors in incoherent trials. Although this result is based on a small sample size and therefore needs to be considered with caution, it suggests that a lack of cognitive flexibility impairs the detection of coherence gaps. In incoherent trials, it is necessary to establish the representation of a new situation described by the target sentence, instead of updating the existing situation model representing the context sentence. Abandoning this prior situation model on the basis of externally presented information might be difficult for patients with a perseverative tendency.
The second set of executive function tests that proved to be related to inferencing performance were the verbal fluency measures. These are considered tests of frontal lobe function because they require the use of search strategies (Boone, 1999) . The three scores considered here differ with respect to the amount of external guidance (cf. Crosson et al., 2001) . Consistent with the previous interpretations, the errors in the incoherent trials were most strongly correlated with semantic fluency with category cues, a test in which external stimuli aid the search strategy. In contrast, the errors in coherent trials were most strongly correlated with the literal fluency score. Literal fluency is the test with the highest demand on the initiation and utilization of selfguided retrieval strategies.
In summary, these results show that the coherence judgment task tapped cognitive processes also reflected in neuropsychological test results. However, deficits in memory, sentence processing, or executive functions alone could not account for the group differences in inferencing performance. Moreover, the correlation analysis also confirmed that the errors in coherent and incoherent trials reflected different aspects of the coherence judgment performance. Thus, it is valid to conclude that patients whose lesions reached into the left-frontal lobe had difficulties with providing the correct inference, rather than showing a general performance decrement.
Taken together, the results of the present study provide further evidence for the claim that nonaphasic language deficits are related to prefrontal lesions, but that they are not necessarily concurrent with right-lateralized brain damage. In support of this claim, recent studies have shown that RBD patients do not always have problems with text-level tasks (e.g., Leonard & Baum, 1998; Leonard et al., 1997a Leonard et al., , 1997b . At the same time, there are studies documenting left-frontal patients' deficits for processing language in context (Channon & Crawford, 2000; Ferstl, Guthke, & von Cramon, 1999; Kaczmarek, 1984; Novoa & Ardila, 1987) . Similarly, in addition to brain imaging studies supporting the right hemisphere hypothesis for text comprehension tasks (Robertson et al., 2000; St. George et al., 1999) , there is increasing evidence for the importance of frontomedian and left-lateral prefrontal regions (Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001; Fletcher et al., 1995; Maguire et al., 1999) .
For a theoretical interpretation of these apparently contradictory results, two main issues need to be considered (cf. Brownell & Martino, 1998; McDonald, 1993; Stemmer, 1999) . First, the selection of appropriate patient and control groups is crucial. In our study, we based the grouping on whether a frontal or left-temporal lesion was present, rather than on behavioral factors; we carefully described lesion location within the hemispheres; and we included a braininjured control group. Thus, it was possible to directly compare lesion groups rather than to compare a patient group to a healthy control group. This latter method tends to overestimate specific deficits because of the co-occurrence of unspecific performance impairments. Second-and this issue holds for both patient and imaging studies-the task analysis is important and often neglected. The concepts of inferencing or text comprehension subsume a number of subprocesses that vary with respect to their level of complexity, to their postulated automaticity, and to the type of information to be processed (cf. Gernsbacher, 1990; Kintsch, 1998) . All of these factors have been drawn on to develop theoretical accounts of RH language deficits, but they cannot be readily adopted for making predictions about our coherence judgment task. The inferences require the nonautomatic use of general world knowledge, going beyond the activation and selection of associations (Beeman 1993 (Beeman , 1998 ), but they do not require taking into account nonliteral, pragmatic, affective, or social information (e.g., Alexander, Benson, & Stuss, 1989; Brownell et al., 1995) .
In contrast to the variety of theories on right hemisphere inferencing and text comprehension deficits, less is known about the role of left hemisphere, and in particular, left prefrontal regions. However, it is undisputed that even in the absence of aphasia, these patients often exhibit symptoms of nonaphasic language production disorders (e.g., Kaczmarek, 1984) . The results presented here add to the growing literature documenting problems of this population with receptive text-level tasks (Channon & Crawford, 2000; Ferstl et al., 1999) . Accumulating evidence from imaging studies and clinical descriptions enables us to sketch a model of the specific role of the left-frontal lobe for comprehension processes. The overarching claim is that leftprefrontal regions are involved whenever the text comprehension task requires the use of nonautomatic, self-guided cognitive processes. This description encompasses executive functions as needed during processing of complex verbal material (e.g., structuring, sequencing, inhibition of inappropriate interpretations, goal-oriented language use, or integration of information), presumably realized in lateral prefrontal brain regions. In addition, the description encompasses a domain-independent set of functions, realized in frontomedian brain regions, that are related to the selfguided initiation and maintenance of the former strategic processes. To further strengthen this interpretation, additional patient studies are needed investigating the textprocessing skills of patients with left-frontal brain damage.
Independent of the specific cause, the most important contribution of our study is to bring attention to comprehension deficits after left-frontal brain damage. The coherence judgment task as used in this study was appropriate for brain-injured patients and sufficiently sensitive for uncovering a specific inferencing deficit in patients with left-and bifrontal lesions. It is clear that neglecting coherence must have a detrimental effect on communication. Clinical observations from discourse production show that patients with nonaphasic language disorders often carry on with their own topics instead of responding appropriately to the conversation partner or that they tend to be insensitive to verbal or nonverbal cues to turn-taking. These deficits could be explained by the failure of sufficiently taking into account the context. Because communication skills are crucial for successful rehabilitation (cf. Brooks, McKinlay, Symington, Beattie, & Campsie, 1987) , the diagnosis of language functions must not be restricted to aphasia testing. Particularly for frontal lobe patients, independent of lesion lateralization, a thorough assessment of text comprehension deficits is indispensable and should include the evaluation of inferencing abilities.
